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'COIN REJECTOR MECHANISMS 

PROBLEM 

Coin rejector mechanisms of the type disclosed by US. Pat. 
No. 3,289,802 are provided with various adjusting devices to 
effect the setting thereof for receiving only a receiving only a 
prescribed coin of agiven thickness and given diameter. How 
ever such adjustments were only possible by an extensive 'trial 
and error method which was tedious and time consuming to 
make, and at best- one was never certain that the adjustments 
were properly performed. 

In many instances‘experience has also indicated that many 
unscrupulous individuals constantly seek ways of defrauding 
the coin meter and the rejector mechanism was developed to 

vprohibit and/or discourage such efforts. Coin rejector 
mechanisms of the type to which this invention relates have 
been provided with various means for detecting undersized 
coins, oversized coins, slugs made of magnetically attracted 
materials, washers and; the like. Because unscrupulous in 
dividuals have come to gleam of these built-in devices to 
discourage the use of other than properly sized coins, means 
have been devised to retrieve otherwise acceptable coins after 
the deposit thereof. Generally this has been achieved by secur 
ing a string or other thin ?lament to a properly sized coin so 
that upon depositing the coin in the coin meter, it would 
satisfactorily pass through the coin rejector position to trip the 
appropriate switches to energize a particular machine cycle, 

at’ which time the unscrupulous person would then 
‘ retrieve the coin by pulling it out of the meter by the string or 
?lament attached thereto. ' 

lt is therefore an object of this invention to provide an im 
proved leoin rejector mechanism with means whereby the 
setting thereof may be instantly made and thereby eliminate 
the" heretofore tedious ‘and time consuming trial and error 
method heretofore required. . 
Another object is to provide a coin rejector mechanism with 

means for prohibiting the retrieving of amotherwise accepta 
ble coin‘ by an unscrupulous individual. 

SUMMARY OF lNVENTlON 

The foregoing objects and other features and advantages 
are attained by a coin rejector mechanism adapted for use 
with a coin meter of a vending machine or the like that is con 
structed and arranged so as to be readily adjusted to receive 
only'proper, predeterminately sized, coins which are capable 
of being passed therethrough, and to reject all other sized 
coins so that the cycle of the associated vending machine is in~ 
itiated only upon the passage of an acceptable coin through 
the coin rejector. The coin rejector mechanism comprises es 

" sentially a ?xed mounting plate having a hinged plate pivotally 
connected thereto. The hinged plate is pivoted so that its free 
end inclines downwardly and inwardly toward the ?xed plate 
to de?ne therewith a coin chute having an inclined. relatively 
movable side wall portion. A spring means is‘provided for nor 
mally biasing the hinge plate toward the ?xed mounting plate 

‘ so asto be normally inclined toward the ?xed ‘plate. Beneath 
the converging coin chute thus de?ned there is provided a 
means for de?ning an acceptable coin’passageway and a jux 
tapositioned unacceptable coin passageway. The coin chute is 
provided with means for de?ning a coin discharge opening 
through which only the acceptable coins are permitted to pass 
therethrough for deposit in the acceptable coin passageway 
which is disposed in alignment therewith, and which leads to 
the coin receptible for'receiving the acceptable coins. The 
hinge plate is also provided with a cutout portion. formed in 
the inclined plane thereof to de?ne an opening through which 
coins having a diameter less than that of an acceptable coin 
are rejected. 

Cooperatively associated with the hinged plate and the eu 
tout portion‘ therein-is a thickness sizing means formed with an 
Ii‘ntu‘med flange, which de?nes a ledge disposed between the 
hingedplate and the ?xed mounting plate to form the bottom 
of the coin chute. The ledge is ‘preferably slanted downwardly 
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2 
toward the acceptable coin passageway with the edge thereof 
beveled toward the ?xed plate. The beveled edge de?ning the 
bottom of the coin chute forms the surface on which the ac 
ceptable coins deposited in the coin chute will roll to the coin 
passageway. 
An adjustable dial means having marked indicia thereon is 

provided for varying the spacing of the beveled edge of the siz 
ing means from the ?xed wall of the coin chute to de?ne a 
space for hanging up those coins having an unacceptable 
thickness, that is, a thickness whichis less than the width of 
the space de?ned between the ?xed wall and the ledge of the 
sizing means. In this manner coins having a thickness less than 
that of an acceptable coin become“ wedged between the 
hinged plate and the ?xed plate. 
A second adjustable dial gauged means having marked in 

dicia thereon is also provided to prohibit the passage of coins 
having a thickness greater than that of an acceptable coin 
through the coin chute. 

Cooperatively associated with the sizing plate and con 
nected to the hinged plate adjacent to the opening formed in 
the plane thereof is an adjacent to the opening formed in the 
plane thereof is an adjustable diameter sizing means. The ar 
rangement is such that the adjustable diameter sizing means 
and thickness sizing means cooperate to gauge therebetween 
the diameter of an acceptable or prescribed coin. The diame 
ter sizing means is further provided with means of hanging up 
those coins having a diameter greater than that for which the 
coin rejector mechanism has been adjusted to receive. The 
diameter sizing means is further provided with a vemier ad 
justment for accommodating for any slight variations in the 
diameters of acceptable coins. The arrangement is such that 
coins having diameter less than that of an acceptable coin will, 
when rolling down the beveled ledge due to the inclination of 
the hinged plate, be rejected through the cutout formed in the 
plane of the hinged plate, and thereafter be directed to the 
passageway for receiving unacceptable coins which connects 
with the coin return chute of an associated vending machine. 
lf desired, a magnetic means may be disposed adjacent a wall 
portion of the coin chute for attracting thereto slugs formed of 
a ferrous material. Also, if desired a washer ‘detecting dog may 
be cooperatively associated with the coin chute for hanging up 
thereon washer type slugs which are frequently inserted in 
coin vending machines. 
To retrieve otherwise acceptable coins after they have actu 

ated the appropriate switch means for energizing the machine 
cycle controlled by the coin meter, certain unscrupulous in 
dividuals attach a string or ?lament to the deposited coin. 
Therefore, a means is provided for severing or cutting any 
string or ?lament which certain individuals may secure to an 
acceptable coin. 
Gauge means are further built-in and formed as an integral 

part of the coin rejector mechanism for determining both the 
diameter and thickness of a prescribed coin. These ?xed 
gauge means are keyed to the indicia marked on the adjusta 
ble dial means for controlling the spacing between the wall 
and the bottom ledge of the coin chute, the indicia and dial 
means’ -for controlling or measuring the thickness of a 
prescribed coin passing through the coin chute and diameter 
sizing means whereby the respective adjusting means can be 
readily set to accommodate zit/prescribed coin with a maximum 
of ease and a minimum of effort. 

Cooperatively associated with a movable or hinged plate is a 
rejector lever which when actuated causes the hinged plate to 
be moved away from the ?xed plate to release any hung up 
coin. A wiper lever is operatively associated with the rejector 
lever so as to swing past a magnetic means to dislodge any slug 
attracted thereto upon the actuation of the rejector lever. In 
doing so any slug or coin so dislodged are automatically 
directed to the unacceptable coin passageway which connects 
with the coin return chutes of an associated vending machine. 
A feature of this invention resides in the provision of ad 

justable dial means for predetermining the setting or spacing 
between the inclined hinged plate and the ?xed mounting 
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plate of the coin meter and for determining the coin thickness 
of a prescribed coin adapted to be acceptable by the rejector 
mechanismv 
Another feature of this invention resides in the provision of 

integrally forming as a part of the coin meter a gauge means 
for determining the diameter and thickness of a particular 
coin and which ?xed gauge readings are utilized to properly 
effect the desired setting of the respective adjustable 'dial 
means to predeterrnine the settings of the coin rejector. 
Another feature of the invention resides in the provision of 

a string cutting means disposed in the path of an otherwise ac 
ceptable coin deposited within the coin meter so as to sever 
the string in the event an individual attempts to retrieve such 
corn 

Other features and advantages will become more readily ap 
parent when considered in view of the drawings and descrip 
tion in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates the front elevation view of a coin rejector 
mechanism embodying the present invention. 
FIG 2 is a left end view of FIG. 1. FIG. 3 is a right end view 

of FIG. 1. FIG. 4 is a rear elevation view of FIG. 1. FIG. 5 is a 
sectional view taken along line 5-5 on FIG. 1. 

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view illustrating the posi 
tion of a coin passing through the coin rejecting mechanism. 

FIG. 7 is a view similar to that of FIG. 6 showing the stop 
page of a coin with too great of a thickness. 

FIG. 8 is a view like FIG. 7 showing the stoppage of a coin 
having a thickness less than that of an acceptable coin. 

FIG. 9 is a detail view of the diameter sizing means. 
FIG. 10 is a detail prospective view of the vemier adjust 

ment means for use on the diameter sizing means. 
FIG. 11 is a plan view of the diameter sizing means of FIG. 

9. 
FIG. 12 is a detailed showing of the string cutting means. 
In the drawings there is shown the coin rejecting mechanism 

20 of the present invention. The coin rejecting mechanism 
comprises a ?xed or mounting plate 21 having laterally bent 
?ange portions 21A extending along the opposed side edges 
thereof. Connected between the opposed ?anges 21A is a 
hinged plate 22. The hinged plate 22 is pivotally connected 
between the opposed ?ange portions 21A by means of hinge 
pins 23,24. As shown, the hinged plate 22 is connected ad 
jacent the upper end of the ?xed plate 21 so that in its normal 
position, the hinged plate 22 is inclined or angled downwardly 
and toward the ?xed plate 21 to define therebetween a coin 
chute 25 which is substantially V shaped in cross section, as 
best seen in FIG. 5. The coin chute 25 is open at the upper end 
25A, the open end thereof being disposed in alignment with 
the coin insert passageway of a coin meter (not shown). A 
spring means 26 coiled about hinge pin 24 is utilized to exert a 
bias or force on the hinged plate 22 to normally maintain the 
free lower end thereof biased in the direction of the ?xed plate 
21. 
Between the opposed flanges 21A of the ?xed plate 21 and 

located immediately below the lower edge of the hinged plate 
22, there is provided a coin guide plate 27 to de?ne a pair of 
juxtaposed side-by-side coin passageways 28,29 as best shown 
in FIG. 5. The coin guide plate 27 is provided with a V-shaped 
bottom edge portion in which the ‘opposed edges thereof are 
provided with oppositely bent ?anges 27A, 273 which de?ne 
an inclined bottom wall for the respective coin passageways 
28,29. Thus the passageway 28 de?ned between the coin 
guide plate 27 and ?xed plate 21 de?nes a passageway or 
chute for receiving the acceptable or properly sized coins 
which are permitted to pass through the coin rejector. The 
passageway 29 de?ned by the coin guide plate 27<and a guide 
cover 30 secured between the ?anges 21A of the ?xed plate 
'21 de?ne the coin passageway or chute in which the unac 
ceptable or improperly sized coins are directed. Passageway 
29m receiving the unacceptable coins is adapted to connect 
with the coin return chute (not shown) utilized in conjunction 
with the coin rejecting mechanism herein described. 
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4 
The plane of the hinged plate 22 is provided with a cutout 

portion 31 as shown in FIG. 1. Also. the lower portion of the 
hinged plate 22 is provided with the laterally bent ?ange 32 
which is inclined in the direction of the coin passageways 28, 
29 as shown in FIG. I. A thickness sizing means 33 is con 
nected to the inclined flange 32 of the hinge plate 22 as best 
seen in FIGS. 5 and 6. The sizing means 33 comprises a plate 
which is secured to the inclined ?ange 32 of the hinged plate 
22 and which is provided with laterally bent portion 33A to 
de?ne a ledge 34 interposed between the hinged plate 22 and 
the ?xed plate 21 of the coin rejector mechanism. The ar 
rangement is such that the ledge 34 de?ned by the bent por 
tion 33A of the sizing means 33 forms an inclined bottom wall 
for the coin chute 25. Preferably the upper edge of the ledge 
34 is angled or inclined toward the ?xed plate (see FIG. 5). 
Because of the normal inclination of the hinged plate 22 and 
the angle of the ledge 34, a coin received in the coin chute 25 
will tend to assume an inclined or leaning position toward the 
plane of the hinged plate 22 as it rolls down the ledge 34 de?n 
ing the bottom of the coin chute 25. As will be hereinafter 
described this inclination of the coin is utilized to cause the re 
jection of coins having undersized diameters. 

As noted in FIGS. 1 and 5 the hinged plate 22 is provided 
with a beveled edge 35 portion inclined toward the ?xed plate 
21 to de?ne with the inner surface of the ?xed plate 21 a coin 
discharge opening 36 arranged to communicate with the coin 
passageway 28 for receiving the acceptable coins as they suc 
cessfully pass through the coin rejecting mechanism 20 as will 
be hereinafter described. The coin discharge channel 36 for 
acceptable coins is disposed immediately above the top open 
ing of the acceptable coin passageway 28 and the inlet open 
ing thereto is de?ned by beveled edge 35 and the ?xed wall 
21. 

Cooperatively associated with the thickness sizing means 33 
is a diameter sizing means 37. The function of the diameter 
sizing means 37 is to permit only coins of proper diameter to 
pass through the coin rejecting mechanism 20. As best seen in 
FIGS. 1, 5 and 6 the diameter sizing means 37 comprises an 
angled member which has one leg portion 37A thereof ad 
justably connected to the hinged plate with the other leg por 
tion 378 thereof extending through the cutout of the hinged 
plate 22. The arrangement is such that the bent leg portion 
37B of the diameter sizer means and the ledge of thickness 
sizer are disposed in parallel, and each de?ne the upper and 
lower marginal portions of the cutout portion 31 in the hinged 
plate 22. As best seen in FIG. 1 the leg portion 37A of the 
diameter sizing means 37 is adjustably secured to the hinged 
plate 22 by means of suitable screws 38 or the like, while its 
other leg portion 378 is angularly bent toward the ?xed plate 
21. The arrangement is such that coins of proper diameter 
rolling down the inclined ledge 34, which de?nes the bottom 
of the coin chute 25, will have the upper tangent point thereof 
rolling along the edge 39 of intumed leg portion 378 of the 
diameter sizer, as seen in FIG. 6. 

Referring to FIG. 1 a ?xed diameter gauge means is pro 
vided for determining the diameter of a particular coin. As 
shown a ledge 30A is defined by a laterally bent portion of the 
guide cover plate 30. Spaced above the ledge 30A are a plu 
rality of spaced markings 303 which are suitably identi?ed by 
numbers or the like to provide a reference to each size coin 
adapted to be received by the rejector. As indicated an ac 
ceptable or proper sized coin C 1, may be gauged for its diame 
ter by placing the edge of the coin on the ledge 30A and not 
ing the marking 308 which is disposed tangent to the opposed 
edge portion of the coin C1. For example, a 25 cent piece 
when placed on the ledge 30A will coincide with marking 
number 5 of the series of markings 30B. 
A corresponding series of markings 31A, 31B are disposed 

on either side of the cutout 31 formed in the hinge plate. 
Referring to FIG. 1 it will be noted that the diameter sizing 
means comprises a plate member 37 having elongated end 
portions 137, 137 each provided with elongated slots 137A by 
which plate 37 is adjustably ?xed to the hinge plate 22 by 
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fasteners 38 adapted to be received in slots 137A. The ar 
rangement is such that the lower edge portions 1378 of the 
plate 37 are adapted to be set to the appropriate marking 31A 
in a manner to be hereinafter described so that only coins of 
prescribed diameter will be accepted by- the rejector 
mechanism 20. 

In the illustrated form of the invention a vemier diameter 
adjustment means 138 is provided. Referring to FIGS. 1. 9 and 
10 it will be noted that member 37 is provided with an elon 
gated s'lot 137C which is adapted to receive a bent leg portion 
138A of the vemier means 138. The vernier has its other leg 
portion 138B pivotally mounted to plate 37 by a pivot pin 139. 
A means for locking the Vernier 138 in adjusted position com 
prises a lock fastener 140. To provide for limited adjustment 
of the vemier relative to the diameter sizer 37. leg portion 
1388 of member 138 is provided with a slotted hole 138C for 
receiving the lock screw 140. When the lock screw 140 is 
loosened, the vemier 138 can be pivoted a limited amount 
relative to the sizer plate 37 to raise or lower the bent portion 
138A within its slotted opening 137C. If desired a neutral 
reference 141 may be provided to effect very ?ne adjustments 
for gauging the diameter of an acceptable coin. 
A ?xed thickness gauge means is also provided. As seen in 

FIGS. 1 and 2 a portion 30C of the guide plate _30 is angularly 
bent relative to the plane of plate 30 about foldline Fl. Refer 
ring to FIG. 1 the bent portion 30C is provided with a notch 
30D having a width which is sized to the thickness of a 
prescribed coin. Accordingly the width of a prescribed coin 
can be determined by placing it relative to the notch 30D. The 
arrangement is such that the proper sized coin diameter will 
be gauged by the edge 34 of the ledge of the diameter sizer 
means and by the vemier 138. Accordingly, all coins with 
proper sized diameters will roll between the vemier 138 and 
the edge 34 of the thickness sizer plate 33. In the event that a 
coin C2 with too large a diameter is inserted to the coin chute 
25, the oversized coin will be prohibited from rolling down the 
inclined bottom wall 34 of the coin chute by the projecting leg 
138A of the diameter vemier sizer means as shown in FIG. 8. 
When this occurs oversized coin C2 will become hung up in 
the coin chute between the ledge 34 de?ning the bottom wall 
of the chute and the projecting leg 138A. 
To render the coin rejecting mechanism 20 adjustable for 

operation with differently sized coins, the diameter sizing 
means 37 is provided with elongated slots 137A to permit for 
limited adjustment of the sizer 37 with respect to the hinged 
plate and the bottom wall of the coin chute. In this manner, 
the diameter sizing means 37 may be adjusted to accom 
modate any predetermined coin diameter falling within the 
adjusting range of the diameter sizer plate and as determined 
by the ?xed diameter gauge 308. 

It is to be noted that the intumed ?ange or leg portion 378 
of the diameter sizing member is tapered so that the width 
thereof is progressively increased as it approaches the coin 
opening 36. When a coin C1 of proper size is inserted in the 
coin chute 25 and it begins to roll down the inclined bottom 
wall 34 thereof,_ it is guided therealong by having one edge of 
the coin C1 rolling against plate 21, and the increasing width 
of the intumed ?ange 37B of the diameter sizer plate 37 will 
cause the inclined coin C1 rolling down the ledge 34 to 
straighten or to assume an upright position so that it may pass 
through the coin discharge opening 36 that leads it to the 
passageway 28 for receiving the acceptable coins. 

In the event a coin C3 inserted in the coin chute 25 
described is formed with a diameter which is less than that of 
an acceptable coin, the undersized coin C3 will be prohibited 
from reaching the discharge coin opening 36 because the un 
dersized coin C3 will pass beneath the intumed ?ange 37B of 
the diameter sizer means and thus ‘will fail to become 
straightened as it rolls along the ledge. Due to the inclination 
of the undersized coin as it rolls down the ledge 34 the coin 
will fall through the cutout portion 31 in the hinged plate, and 
is ‘therefore, guided by means pf a suitable rail 42 connected to 
the ?ange 32 of the hinged plate 22 to the passageway 29 in 
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which unacceptable coins are received. Thus, it will be noted 
that the coaction of the thickness sizer 33 and the diameter 
sizer 37 located below and above the cutout portion 31 of the 
hinge plate 22 respectively function to gauge the diameter of a 
coin so that only coins of proper diameters are permitted to 
pass through the coin chute 25 and discharge into the 
passageway 28 for receiving acceptable coins. Coins C2 with 
oversized diameter are hung up in the coin chute 25 by the 
projecting leg 138A, and means are provided whereby the 
same may clear as will be hereinafter described. 
Means are also provided for gauging the coins inserted into 

the coin chute for proper thickness. The arrangement is such 
that coins C4 having a thickness greater than that of an ac 
ceptable coin are hung up in the coin chute 25; thereby requir 
ing the hung up coin to be subsequently cleared as will be 
hereinafter described. Coins C5 having a thickness which is 
less than that of an acceptable coin C1 are caused to be 
wedged between the hinged plate 22 and the ?xed plate 21 
thereby prohibiting the same from passing through the coin re 
jecting mechanism. Coins C5 are also required to be sub 
sequently cleared as hereinafter described. 
The means for gauging for coin thickness comprise a pair of 

adjustable dial means 143 and 144. As best noted in FIG. 6, 
dial means 143 includes a relatively large dial 143A which is 
connected to a threaded shank 1438 which threads through a 
suitable tapped hole formed in the ?xed plate. A coiled spring 
143C is interposed between the dial 143A and the ?xed wall 
321. Referring to FIGS. 1 and 4, it will be noted that the dial 
143A is provided with a plurality of spaced markings or in 
dicia 143D thereon which are keyed or coded to the width of 
the gauge notch 30D of the ?xed thickness gauge 30C. The ar 
rangement of the dial means 143 is such that by effecting rota 
tion thereof in one direction or the other the head of the 
thread shank is moved inwardly or outwardly of the coin chute 
25, accordingly. Thus the space de?ned between the head of 
the shank ~143B and the inclined wall determines the coin 
thickness permitted to pass through the coin chute 25 . 
The other dial means 144 is provided to adjust the spacing 

of the hinged plate 22 relative to the ?xed wall 21 to de?ne a 
means whereby coins C2 having a thickness less than that of 
an acceptable coin are prohibited from passing through the 
coin chute 25. As shown dial means 144 is provided with a 
relatively smaller dial head 144A and connected threaded 
shank 144B which has the end thereof threaded through a 
tapped hole in the ?xed plate 21. The arrangement is such that 
the end of shank 144B engages the hinged plate, and the spac 
ing between the hinged plate and the ?xed wall 21 is deter 
mined by the setting of the dial means 144. To facilitate the 
setting of the dial means 144, the dial head 144A is provided 
with suitable markings 144D, and a coil spring 144C is 
disposed about shank 1448. Thus if a coin having a thickness 
greater than the spacing de?ned between the end of the screw 
143B and the hinged plate is inserted in the coin chute, it will 
be unable to pass therethrough, and the coin will hang up on 
the screw 1438 due to the peripheral or circumferential edge 
of the coin being stopped by the leading edge of element 39 or 
element 138A. See FIG. 7. Thus, coins with too great a 
thickness will be prohibited from passing through the coin 
chute 25 of the coin rejecting mechanism. 

Accordingly, by turning the screw 1448 in one direction or 
the other the hinge plate 22 may be pivoted toward or away 
from the ?xed plate. As a result the adjusting screw 144B con 
trols the spacing 45 between the ledge 34 de?ning the bottom 
of the chute 25 and the inside surface of the ?xed plate 21 as 
best seen in FIG. 5. The spacing 45 de?ned between the ledge 
34 and the wall of the ?xed plate 21 is utilized to gauge the 
thickness of undersized coin C5. Coin C5 withundersized 
thickness, i.e. too thin a coin, is thus caused to be wedged in 
the spacing 45 between the ledge and the ?xed plate. This is 
attributed to the fact that whenever a coin having a thickness 
less than that of an acceptable coin is deposited in the coin 
chute 25, the inclination of the edge 34 of the bottom wall or 
ledge toward the ?xed plate 21 causes the lower end of the too 
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thin coin to become wedged in the space 45. Accordingly, if 
thickness of the coin is less than the width of the space 45 
de?ned by the adjusting screw 144. the coin will either 
become wedged between the ledge 34 and the ?xed plate 21 
or fall through the space 45. Consequently, if it hangs up in the 
coin chute 25. it will leave to be cleared as will be hereinafter 
described. 
To prohibit the passage of coins or slugs formed of a ferrous 

material through the coin rejecting mechanism, a magnetic 
means is disposed adjacent the coin chute 25 for attracting 
thereto any such ferrous slug or coin. As shown, a permanent 
magnet 46 is supported in suitable bracket 47 adjacent to 
opening 48 provided in the ?xed plate 21. Accordingly, any 
coin rolling down the coin chute 25 and made of ferrous 
material will be attracted to the permanent magnet 46 so posi 
tioned, and thus be prohibited from passage thereof through 
the coin rejecting mechanism. In such event, the ferrous slug is 
required to be cleared from the magnet 46 as will be 
hereinafter described. 
A means is provided for clearing the coin rejecting 

mechanism 20 in the event undersized or improperly sized 
coins are hung up in the coin chute for any of the reasons 
herein mentioned. The clearing means comprises a reject 
lever 51 which is pivotally mounted to the ?xed plate 21 about 
a pivot pin 52; and the lever 51 is normally maintained in its 
inoperative position by means of a spring 53. Accordingly, the 
spring 53 is coiled about the pivot pin 52 so that one end of the 
spring is biased beneath the ?nger portion 51A of the rejecting 
lever 51 and the other end of the spring 53 is ?xed on the mag 
net bracket 47. The arrangement is such that the normal ten 
sion of the spring 53 biases the lever 51 to its inoperative posi 
tion. ' 

Cooperatively associated with the reject lever 51 is a wiper 
lever 54. As shown, the wiper lever 54 is pivoted to the inside 
of the ?xed plate 21 about a pivot pin 55. The wiper lever 54 is 
provided with a slotted opening 54A for receiving a pin 56 
carried by reject lever 51, the pin 56 being extended through a 
slotted opening 57 form in the ?xed plate member 21. Ac 
cordingly, the arrangement is such that whenever the reject 
lever 51 is depressed, the depression thereof will cause the dis 
placement of the wiper lever 54 about its pivot 55 to wipe any 
slug or coin attracted to the magnet 46 free thereof. Also. the 
hinged plate 22 is provided with an inclined cam surface or tab 
59 which is adapted to be cammed by the actuating pin 56 of 
the rejector lever 51. In operation whenever'the reject lever 
51 is depressed, the actuating pin 56 engaging the inclined tab 
59 of the hinge plate 22 will cam the hinge plate 22 outwardly 
and away from the ?xed plate 21. Accordingly, any undersized 
or oversized coin which is hung up in the coin chute 25 is thus 
freed, so that the same may be directed into the passageway 
29 for receiving the unacceptable coins. As shown, the portion 
60 of the ?xed wall plate 21 is angularly bent inwardly thereof 
so as to de?ne a de?ector plate or ?ap which will de?ect any 
coin hung up in the coin chute to passageway 29 for receiving 
the unacceptable coins. The coins received in the unaccepta 
ble passageway 29 are thus ultimately directed to a coin return 
slot which is cooperatively associated therewith. 
From the foregoing it is to be noted that a mechanical coin 

rejecting mechanism 20 is set forth which will mechanically 
gauge coins for proper thicknesses and proper diameter so 
that only coins of predetermined thickness and predetermined 
diameter are permitted to pass through the coin rejecting 
mechanism. Any coin of improper thickness or of improper 
diameter is thus prohibited from passing through the coin re 
jecting means. 

If desired, an electromagnet means (not shown) may be 
cooperatively associated with the coin rejecting mechanism so 
that upon insertion of the predetermined number of coins 
required to initiate a machine cycle, the electromagnet is 
energized to interpose a cover plate which covers the accepta 
ble passageway. in this event, insertion of additional coins will 
be immediately bypassed to the coin return passageway 29 
and be directed to the return mechanism of the vending 
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8 
machine or the like. In this manner, assurance is had that no 
more than the required amount of coins can be accepted. 
From the foregoing, it will be noted that the coin rejecting 

mechanism 20 is relatively simple in construction and it is pro 
vided with means for mechanically gauging coins for proper 
thicknesses and for proper diameters. Accordingly, unless a 
coin has the prescribed material, thickness and proper size 
diameter, it will not be permitted to pass through the coin re 
jecting mechanism. Further. the coin rejecting mechanism 
described is provided with a gauging means which may be ad 
justed to accommodate various coins of prescribed 
thicknesses and/or diameters in a relatively simple and 
economic manner. 

Certain unscrupulous individuals frequently attempt to ?nd 
ways to defeat the coin rejector mechanism. One way which 
has been found was to tie a ?lament or string to a properly 
sized coin prior to depositing the same. With the coin so 
secured, the unscrupulous person would then seek to retrieve 
the coin after the cycle of the machine has been actuated by 
pulling the coin back from the coin meter by its attached 
string. To prohibit such acts, a string cutter 150 is provided. 
As best seen in FIG. 12 the string cutter 150 comprises a notch 
cutting blade which is suitably secured to the end of the bot 
tom portion or sizing plate 33 so that a string attached to any 
otherwise acceptable coin is received in the notched portion 
151 of the cutter 150. As best seen in FIG. 12 one edge of the 
cutter is angled so that upon any reverse pull or force applied 
to the string-in retrieving the secure coin will cause the string 
to be severed; thereby causing the coin so secured to drop into 
the acceptable coin passageway. Also included is a de?ector 
screw 160. 1 

In the construction described the dial means 143 and 144, 
and the adjustment of the diameter sizer means 37 is such that 
the same can be readily set to a particular coin thickness and 
diameter by the following instructions: » 

In order to effect the standard adjustment of the coin rejec 
tor mechanism 20 described, the large dial means or dial 
wheel 143A is rotated clockwise as viewed in FIG. 1 until 
it stops. The small dial wheel 144A is likewise rotated 
clockwise as far as it can turn as viewed in FIG. 1. The 
de?ector screw 160 is also rotated clockwise until it 
stops. In the event that the de?ector screw 160 is ob 
structed by the diameter size plate 37, the latter may be 
raised out of the way as viewed in FIG. 1. 

To determine the coin diameter of a particular coin C1 for 
which the rejector mechanism is to be adjusted, the coin 
C1 is set on the ledge 30A to rest against gauge marking 
30B whereby the line nearest to the top of the coin is 
noted. Accordingly, the two screws 38 securing the 
diameter sizing means 37 to the hinged plate 22 are 
loosened so that the diameter sizer plate 37 may be 
moved up or down 'until its respective left and right hand 
bottom edges 137B are on or near the appropriate mark 
ing of indicia 31A, 318 corresponding to the marking 
30B indicated by the ?xed diameter gauging means 30C. 
For example, a quarter or 25 cent piece of US. currency 
measures approximately to line 05 of gauge 308 when it is 
placed on the ledge 30A. For such a coin, the diameter 
sizer 37 is adjusted relative to the hinged plate 22 by mov 
ing the same until the lower right and left bottom edges 
137B thereof coincide with a setting 05 of indicia 31A 
and 318. The screws 38 for securing the diameter sizer 37 
are then tightened to secure the diameter sizer 37 in the 
adjusted position thereof. The prescribed coin Cl is then 
gauged for thickness by resorting to’ the ?xed thickness 
gauge 30C provided on the coin rejector 20. 

If the prescribed coin C1 ?ts or is received in the gauge slot 
30D of the ?xed thickness gauge 30C, the small dial 
wheel 144A is rotated in a counterclockwise direction 4 
increments, as indicated. If the coin C1 does not ?t into 
the slot 30D of the ?xed coin thickness gauge 30C, then 
the small dial wheel is rotated counterclockwise 8 incre 
ments. It will be noted that the relative rotation of the 
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small dial wheel 144A will vary a’ spacing 45 between the 
hinged‘ plate 22' and the ?xed wall 21 of the rejector 20. 
accordingly. The prescribed coin C l is then dropped into 
the coin chute 25- of the'rejector and the coin Cl should 

> pass through. 

if the coin Cl- does not pass through.'then the indication is 
thatthc diameter sizer37 has been set too low. in which 
case the diameter sizer 37 is raised slightly. After this ad 
justment the prescribed coin C1 is again dropped into the 
rejector and the coin should pass through. 

However, in the event the coin Cl falls through the opening 
31 of the hinged panel 22, the indication is that the 
diameter sizer.37 has been set too high. Accordingly, the 
'diameter'siz'er‘ 37 maythen be lowered slightly, and the 
prescribed coin“ C I dropped into the rejector. The coin 
should then pass through without difficulty. 

To set the rejector for coin thickness the small dial wheel 
144A is rotated counterclockwise until it stops. The 

' prescribed coin'Cl is then dropped into the rejector. 
If the coin does not pass through the coin chute 25, the 

small dial wheel 144A‘is rotated counterclockwise until 
the coin is permitted to'pass through the rejector plus 
another 2 to 4 increments as indicated by the markings on 
the small dial‘ wheel 144A. if the prescribed coin passes 
through the rejector mechanism when the prescribed coin 
C l is deposited‘, the small dialwheel is rotated counter 
clockwise 4increments. 

The large dial wheel [43A is‘ then rotated counterclockwise 
suf?cientlyv to prevent a coin C 1 from passing through the 
rejector. Then the. large dial wheel 143A is. rotated 

. clockwise; sufficiently to'permit the ‘coin to pass through 
the rejector..v 

The de?ector'screw 160’ adjustment is made only when the 
diameter sizer is positioned on lines'4 to 10. This is ef 
fected. by turning the’ de?ector screw 160 counter 
clockwise until it-stops a coin from passing through the 
rejector. Then the- deflector‘ adjustment screw 160 is 
turned clockwise ‘sufficiently to permit the coin to pass 
through the rejector. When thesesadjustmentshave been 
made the prescribed‘coin should properly pass through 
the coin ‘rejector 20‘.‘=This may-be'tested by passing the 
prescribed coin Cl through the rejector several times 
thereby assuring that all the adjustments have been 
satisfactorily made. 

To feffect very ?ne adjustments of the coin rejector 
mechanism 20 it is suggested that the procedure for the stan 
dard adjustmentsbe ?rst carried out as herein described. 
To reject coins that are slightly undersize in diameter or 

oversize in diameter the following procedure may be fol 
lowed: Loosen the screws 38' securing the diameter sizer 
37 and‘ raise the diameter sizer 37 slightly. The tighten the 
screws 38; Drop the proper coin into the rejector and 
note if the coin passes through. if the coin does not pass 
through the‘, rejector lower the diameter sizer until the 
coin does pass through. Then loosen the screws 139 and 
140 that hold the ?ne adjustment am 138 and over the 
pointer thereof slightly below zero marking 141 and then 
tighten the screwsl39 and 140. 

Drop the properrcoin into the‘ rejector and note to see if the 
coin passes through. If the coin does pass through the re 
jector raise the. pointer until the coin does not pass 
through. Several ‘oversize and undersize coins are. 
dropped into therejector to check to see that they are re 
jected. ' 

For widerange adjustments, i.e. for coins with different 
diameters, it is suggested the procedure for the standard ad 
justments be followed using a coin with smaller diameter be 
fore making any wide range adjustments. After making stan 
dard adjustments‘ proceed with the following steps using the 
larger- coin. Loosen the screws 139, 140 that hold the ?ne ad 
justment arm 138 and move the pointer above the zero line 
141 and then tighten‘ the screw I39, 140. Drop the larger coins 
into the rejector and note if the‘ coins pass through. if the coin 
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10 
does not pass through, screws 139. 140 are loosened and the 
pointer raised to a slightly higher position higher position until 
the prescribed coin is permitted to pass through the rejector 
mechanism. ‘j ~ 7 

With the mechanism described and-the procedure to be util~ 
ized in setting the same, it is to be noted. that the rejector 
mechanism may be readily set to receive a prescribed coin 
without the necessity of going through a tedious and time con 
suming trial and error method for the setting of the rejector 
mechanism to a prescribed coin. 
While the instant invention has been described with respect 

to a particular embodiment thereof it will be readily ap 
preciated and understood that variations and modi?cations 
may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of they 
invention. 
We claim: 
I. In combination with a coin rejector mechanism having 

means de?ning a coin chute with a fixed wall portion and an 
inclined movable wall portion pivotally connected to said 
?xed wall portion, said movable wall portion having its free 
end biased toward said fixed wall portion; said movable wall 
having an edge portion to de?ne with said ?xed wall a 
discharge opening for receiving acceptable coins, a bottom 
ledge carried in said movable wall portion, said ledge being 
formed so that coins rolling on said ledge tend to normally 
lean toward‘ said inclined movable wall portion, and guide 
means cooperatively associated with said ledge for guiding a 
coin so that a properly sized coin is uprighted as said coin rolls 
along said bottom ledge to line up with said discharge opening 
the improvement of: Y Y ‘ 

a ?xed diameter gauging means on said rejector mechanism 
for determining the diameter of an acceptable coin; 

a ?xed thickness gauging means on said rejector mechanism 
for determining the thickness of an acceptable coin; 

an adjustable diameter gauging means operatively as 
sociated with said bottom ledge whereby said adjustable 

_ diameter gauging means is adjusted to a predetermined 
setting as indicated by the diameter of an acceptable coin 
as determined by said ?xed gauge means; and’ 

an adjustable thickness gauging means adapted to be ad 
justed to a predetermined setting as determined by the 
thickness of said ?xed thickness gauge means. 

2. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said adjusta 
ble diameter gauging means includes: I 
means de?ning a series of indices corresponding to the 
marking of said ?xed diameter gauge means; 

said series of indices being located on said movable wall; 
a plate member movably mounted on said movable wall 

along said series of indices, said plate member having a 
connected leg portion de?ning said guide means; and 

means for ?xedly securing said plate relative to one of the 
indices corresponding to the marking of said ?xed diame~ 
ter gauge means. 

3. The invention as de?ned in claim 2 and including a vemi 
er diameter adjustment means mounted on said plate for mak 
ing very ?ne diameter sizing adjustments. 

4. The invention as defined in claim 3 wherein said plate 
member is provided with an elongated vertically disposed 
slotted opening: ; 

said vernier diameier adjustment means including an angled 
member having‘a leg portion thereof extended through 
said slotted opening; and 

means for pivotally mounting the other leg portion of said 
angled member to said plate member for limited adjust 
ment relative to said plate member, and means for ?xedly 
securing said pivotally mounted vernier adjustment 
means to said plate member in the adjusted position. 

5. The invention'as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said adjusta~ 
ble thickness gauging means comprise a pair of dial members, 
each having a threaded stem extending through said ?xed wall 
toward said inclined movable wall portion. 

6. The invention as de?ned in claim 5 wherein each of said 
dial means is provided with prescribed marking thereon which 
relate to the ?xed thickness gauge reading. 
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7. The invention as de?ned in claim 6 wherein one of said 
pair of dial members includes a ?rst dial member being 
cooperatively associated with said movable wall portion .to 
vary the spacing thereof relative to said ?xed wall whereby a 
coin having a thickness less than that of an acceptable coin is 
wedged in said spacing. 

8. The invention ad de?ned in claim 6 wherein the other of 
said pair of dial members is adjusted to prohibit a coin having 
a greater thickness than that of an acceptable coin from 
passing through said coin chute. 

9. The invention as de?ned in claim I and including a 
de?ector screw threaded through the ?xed plate of the rejec 
tor. 

10. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 and including a 
cutter means for prohibiting the retrieving of any coins passing 
through said rejector. 

11. The invention as de?ned in claim 10 wherein said cutter 
comprises a notched blade connected to the end of said bot 
tom ledge carried on said movable wall. 

12. A coin rejector adapted for use with a coin meter of a 
vending machine or the like for accepting only properly sized 
coins comprising: 
?xed mounting plate having opposed ?anges extending 

along the opposed edges thereof; 
hinged plate pivotally connected between said ?anges; 
said hinged plate being inclined toward said ?xed plate to 
de?ne therewith a coin chute having its side walls con 
verging toward the bottom thereof; 

means for biasing said hinged plate toward said ?xed plate; 
means de?ning an acceptable coin passageway and an unac 

ceptable coin passageway disposed below said coin chute; 
means de?ning a coin discharge opening connecting said 

coin chute in communication with said acceptable coin 
passageway; 

said hinged plate having an opening formed in the plane 
thereof, said opening de?ning a coin exit for improperly 
sized coins with too small a diameter; 

means for guiding said improperly sized coins through said 
coin exit to said unacceptable coin passageway; 

a thickness sizing plate connected to said hinged plate; 
said sizing plate having an intumed ?ange portion de?ning 
an edge; 

said edge being inclined toward said discharge opening, and 
1 said edge being angled toward said ?xed plate so that the 
coin in rolling engagement therewith tends to slide 
toward said ?xed plate; 
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a ?xed diameter gauging means on said rejector mechanism 
for determining the diameter of an acceptable coin; 

a ?xed thickness gauging means on said rejector mechanism 
for determining the thickness of an acceptable coin; 

an adjustable diameter gauging means ‘connected to said 
hinge plate cooperatively associated with said sizing plate 
whereby said adjustable diameter gauging means is ad 
justable to a predetermined setting corresponding to the 
diameter of an acceptable coin as determined by said 
?xed gauge means; 

an adjustable thickness gauging means adapted to be ad 
justed to a predetermined setting as determined by the 
thickness of said ?xed thickness gauge means; 

said adjustable thickness gauging means including dial 
means for varying the spacing of said edge from said ?xed 
wall so that coins having a thickness less than the spacing 
between said wall and edge‘ ‘ become wedged 
therebetween; 

and another dial means cooperatively associated with said 
hinged plate to prohibit the passage of coins of excessive 
thickness through said coin chute; 

each of said dial means having a series of markings thereon 
to effect the setting thereof in accordance to the 
thickness of a coin as determined by said ?xed thickness 
gauge; 

said adjustable diameter sizer including a vemier adjust 
ment to effect ?ne diameter adjustment whereby said 
vernier adjustment means prohibits the passage of coins 
with oversized diameters through said chute; _ 

and means for guiding the properly sized diameter coins 
through said chute and through said coin discharge, the 
coins with undersized diameter being discharged through 
the cutout coin exit in said hinged plate as the coin rolls 
down said edge; 

magnetic means connected to said ?xed plate for attracting 
coins of ferrous materials; 

a rejector lever cooperatively associated with said hinged _ 
plate for pivoting the same away from said ?xed plate to 
release any improperly sized coins hung up between said 
hinged plate and ?xed plate; and 

a wiper lever cooperatively associated with said rejector 
lever for swinging past said magnetic means to dislodge 
any coin attracted thereto, means for directing any re 

_ jected coins to said unacceptable coin passageway, and a 
string cutter connected to the sizing plate. 


